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Decision under appeal: Decision of the Opposition Division of the European Patent Office posted 12 June 2008 revoking European patent No. 963590 pursuant to Article 101(3)(b) EPC.

Composition of the Board:
Chairman: G. Eliasson
Members: E. Wolff
P. Mühlens
Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. The appeal of the patent proprietor lies against the decision of the Opposition Division of 12 June 2008 revoking European patent No. 963590.

II. The patent has meanwhile lapsed in all designated Contracting States. By communication of the Board of 19 August 2011, the attention of the parties was drawn to Rule 84(1) EPC and the appellant (patent proprietor) was asked whether he wanted the appeal proceedings to be continued.

III. There was no reply to the communication.

Reasons for the Decision

If a European patent has lapsed in all designated Contracting States, Opposition proceedings may be continued at the request of the opponent, Rule 84(1) EPC. According to Rule 100(1) EPC, this also applies in appeal proceedings following opposition proceedings. However, if –as in the present case- the patent proprietor is the appellant, it would be inappropriate to allow the opponent to decide whether the appeal proceedings shall be continued. For this reason, Rule 84(1) EPC has to be applied in such cases so that the patent proprietor can request that the appeal proceedings be continued (see decision T 708/01, not published in OJ EPO). No such request has been filed. The appeal proceedings are consequently terminated by decision of the Board.
Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

The appeal proceedings are terminated.
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